Gitzo products are made to serve the world’s
most discerning photographers and videographers and last a lifetime. Arsène Gitzhoven
started the company in 1917 to inspire and
enable creative minds to take their work to the
next level. Gitzo has been delighting professional
image makers for over a century now, setting
numerous global industry standards such as its
renowned carbon fibre tripods and the groundbreaking 180° leg folding system. Today,
Gitzo sets the benchmark for premium quality
products and inspires professionals to keep
pushing the boundaries of creativity. Imagemakers worldwide rely on Gitzo products for
their outstanding functionality, resistance and
ergonomics. Gitzo is the reference brand for
professional wildlife and bird photographers who
require lightweight, highly resistant products that
consistently deliver outstanding performance
in the field. The complete range of timelessly
elegant and high-performance products is
hand-assembled, hand-packaged and handchecked by craftsmen devoted to precision and
quality. The brand has never stopped evolving,
always true to its founder’s mission.

Systematic tripods

The Systematic Tripod family opens the
door to a new dimension for devoted
videographers. For those who use
long lenses and a heavy camera,
the Systematic, the most stable and
versatile of all tripods, will become a lifelong partner at the first use.

series

series

series

top leg ø: 32.0mm
Series 3 is the perfect choice for those who
want to travel light but need enough stability
for professional equipment.

top leg ø: 37.0mm
The Series 4 Systematics are becoming
popular thanks to the rigidity from large leg
diameters, while the top casting (shared with
Series 3 models) is less bulky compared to
Series 5 models and therefore easier to store and carry. The GT4553S has a short folded length with its 5-section construction.

top leg ø: 41.3mm
The choice of the most demanding professionals, Series 5 Systematic tripods are the most
rigid tripods in the whole Gitzo range. Compatible with Series 5 Systematic accessories, the
top casting is larger than that of Series 3 and 4
Systematics in order to provide maximum stability. The GT5563GS is the iconic 6-section Giant
tripod, towering at an extended height of 278cm.
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4.

ref.

legs tube Ø

GT3533S
GT3533LS
GT3543LS
GT3543XLS
GT4553S
GT4533LS
GT4543LS
GT5533S
GT5533LS
GT5543LS
GT5543XLS
GT5563GS

32.9, 29.0, 25.3mm
32.9, 29.0, 25.3mm
32.9, 29.0, 25.3, 21.7mm
32.9, 29.0, 25.3, 21.7mm
37.0, 32.9, 29.0, 25.3, 21.7mm
37.0, 32.9, 29.0mm
37.0, 32.9, 29.0, 25.3mm
41.3, 37.0, 32.9mm
41.3, 37.0, 32.9mm
41.3, 37.0, 32.9, 29.0mm
41.3, 37.0, 32.9, 29.0mm
41.3, 37.0, 32.9, 29.0, 25.3, 21.7mm
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3
3
4
4
5
3
4
3
3
4
4
6

130cm/51.2”
152cm/59.8”
146cm/57.5”
202cm/79.5”
136cm/53.5”
156cm/61.4”
158cm/62.2”
134cm/52.8”
145cm/57.1”
156cm/61.4”
198cm/78.0”
278cm/109.4”

9cm/3.5”
11cm/4.3”
9cm/3.5”
10cm/3.9”
9cm/3.5”
11cm/4.3”
10cm/3.9”
10cm/3.9”
10cm/3.9”
10cm/3.9”
10cm/3.9”
10cm/3.9”

61cm/24.0”
67cm/26.4”
67cm/22.4”
71cm/28.0”
48cm/19.9”
69cm/27.2”
61cm/24.0”
62cm/24.4”
68cm/26.8”
60cm/23.6”
72cm/28.3”
73cm/28.7”

1.93kg/4.3lbs
2.04kg/4.5lbs
2.03kg/4.5lbs
2.29kg/5.0lbs
2.23kg/4.9lbs
2.31kg/5.1lbs
2.38kg/5.2lbs
2.63kg/5.8lbs
2.72kg/6.0lbs
2.82kg/6.2lbs
3.12kg/6.9lbs
3.56kg/7.8lbs

25kg/55lbs*
25kg/55lbs*
25kg/55lbs*
25kg/55lbs*
25kg/55lbs*
25kg/55lbs*
25kg/55lbs*
40kg/88lbs*
40kg/88lbs*
40kg/88lbs*
40kg/88lbs*
40kg/88lbs*
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Systematic accessories

Microphone booms

All the latest Systematic accessories feature a safety catch that
prevents the center accessory dropping out of the tripod, even if
the top casting is inadvertently left unlocked. When used together
with the latest Systematic tripods equipped with the corresponding safety button, the accessory is always held safely in place
until the release button is pushed. Newer Systematic accessories
can also be used with older Systematic tripods (and vice versa),
but without this extra safety feature. Systematic accessories are

Gitzo present a new generation of carbon fibre microphone booms intended to be a smart, precise and reliable tool dedicated
to sound engineers. Gitzo’s world known distinctive features,

available in 2 sizes that match the top castings of Systematic tripods: Series 3 accessories have 7cm diameter attachments to
fit all Series 3 and 4 Systematic tripods except for older Series 4
aluminum Systematic tripods; Series 5 accessories have 8.5cm
diameter attachments and fit Series 5 Systematic tripods and the
older Series 4 aluminum models.

stiffer tubes
The tubes are upgraded to the latest Carbon eXact tubes that are stiffer than the previous Carbon 6X tubes. The larger tube diameters of
the new models make the booms achieving new levels of stiffness and
rigidity even when fully extended, while maintaining lightness.

recommended accessories

video adapters
series 3.4.

GS3321V75 (Ø 75mm)

such as stiffness, stability and lightness have been used to create
comfortable and handy booms available in the most used sizes.

vid
GS3322V100 (Ø 100mm)

serie 5.

GS5321V75 (Ø 75mm)

G11510N MICROPHONE HOLDER

Our universal low profile microphone holder
features a rubber vibration damping system
that prevents shocks and noise. Made of
durable aluminum and finished in Gitzo
‘noir décor’ style, it will hold a huge variety
of microphones.

GS5321V100 (Ø 100mm)

G1145 3/8” TO 5/8” ADAPTER

This adaptor connects Gitzo microphone
booms to microphone holders from other
brands equipped with 5/8” screws.

75mm and 100mm half ball adaptors quickly transform any Systematic tripod into a professional video support.

leveling base
GSLVLS

top flat plates
GS3321SP (series 3.4.)
GS5321SP (serie 5.)

Fits into Systematic tripods via the optional 75mm video adapter GS3321V75 or
GS5321V75, and provides tilt in all directions
for levelling the panning axis of flat base video heads and photographic heads. Leveling
base GSLVLS has become lighter and more
ergonomic with the new grip.

The top flat plate supplied with the latest Systematic tripods offers a convenient way to
upgrade previous Systematic tripods. Features a sand bag hook and a special grub
screw to securely lock a head in place on the
plate. On model GS5321SP, the position of
this screw is adjustable for compatibility with
a wider range of heads.

GB2551
GB2551L
GB4541
GB4571XL

series ref.
2.
2.
4.
4.
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GB2551
GGB2551L
GB4541
GB4571XL

legs tube Ø
29.0, 25.3, 21.7, 18.2, 14.7mm
29.0, 25.3, 21.7, 18.2, 14.7mm
37.0, 32.9, 29.0, 25.3mm
37.0, 32.9, 29.0, 25.3, 21.7, 18.2, 14.7mm

5
5
4
7

251cm/99”
341cm/134”
277cm/109”
473cm/186”

73cm/29”
89cm/35”
88cm/34”
100cm/39”

0.61kg/1.34lbs
0.71kg/1.57lbs
0.90kg/1,98lbs
1.12kg/2,47lbs
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